
 

 

Fortnite has taken the world by storm; it’s no surprise that players are becoming more 

experienced each season. Gamers are making hundreds of thousands of dollars playing Fortnite 

professionally with  Epic dedicating a hundred million dollars to their competitive scene. Best 

believe that if you are going to get a portion of that prize money, you will need to train. This 

information will help you on your way to becoming a competitive player. Now why on earth am 

I presenting you this valuable information, I assume you want to git gud and achieve something 

more than a casual can. I’m going to assume you’re tired of being another player’s punching bag 

and you want to earn money being great at doing something you love to do. Sure, it’s possible, 

but it takes perseverance to be willing to do what the average player will not do to git gud.  

When superb building, good aim, and smart decisions are combined, it will make any 

player a force to be reckoned with. Being a good Fortnite player takes skill, and like any skill, it 

takes practice to git gud. In this PDF I will be teaching you tips that I have learned on my way to 

earning Victory Royales along with proven tips from YouTubers such as Nuu7, Rodey Bros, and 

Selage just to name a few. 

 

Before you enter a match you must know your objective; will it be kills or victory? You 

would think that they come hand in hand, but that would be wrong. The truth is during the match 



 

 

you can rack up a lot of kills and still lose for whatever reason at the end, or you can win a match 

without any kills. To win a tournament where kills are a big factor requires a very aggressive and 

risky playstyle. To earn a Victory Royale takes skill and a bit of luck with RNG (Random 

Number Generator). 

 

 First, let’s talk about staying alive. There are certain named and even unnamed locations 

that players love to land for loot, strategic location, or to slay other players. Some of the most 

populated places are Tilted Towers, Retail Row, Fatal Fields, Salty Springs, and Pleasant Park. 

Keep in mind that if a newly named location is added, you can bet your bottom dollar that people 

will be landing there for the first week. The best way to success is to plan ahead and have a 

backup plan just in case someone beats you to your landing spot/building. 

If you plan on landing in a tower in Tilted Towers and someone beats you to the roof you 

have a few options. You could head to your backup building preferably close to your first choice. 

If you cannot reach your backup building, then you can either land on any weapon you see, or 

you can land on a different level of the building which will most likely be a lower level, with 

either of those options, your priority should be to pick up any weapon then clear the building. A 

high amount of players are eliminated within the first 5 minutes, don’t be one of them. 



 

 

 Sound will give you away faster than a hot potato, so it’s better to creep until you make 

contact. If the enemy has seen you before landing then grab a weapon and rush them. I know its 

hard passing by chests, but if you have a decent close range weapon, then you must pass them 

up. You can even use these chests to ambush a player for an easy kill or two. When you ambush 

someone, you always want to position yourself for success. This means getting higher ground or 

hiding behind cover, and It’s best to strike while someone is opening a chest. 

 Many different scenarios can happen when you first land and survival relies heavily on 

your wits. Before you land, a good practice is to take a quick 360 view of the area, count, and 

predict where enemies are landing. Knowing is half the battle, so calling-out to your teammates 

is very important. Callout enemy locations using the compass or landmarks for your teammates; 

since there are no enemy blips on the map it’s important to be on the same page with your 

teammates. Callout areas are generally the same names, it’s good to use practical names, but 

some people might use other callouts unknown to you. Keep playing with your crew, and over 

time you will all be in callout harmony. 

 

Another way of surviving longer is to land farther away from the battle bus. The farther 

you are, the lesser chances you have for opponents to land by you. There is a con to this though, 



 

 

when you land far you risk not being in the initial storm circle forcing you to make sometimes 

long treks across the map taking away time from looting for materials and items. You do not 

want to waste time for getting materials because materials are important for surviving later in the 

match. Generally, leave your initial landing area with at least 600 materials preferably wood 

because wood has more immediate health when you build giving you better cover when fighting.  

 When you move across the map there are multiple ways to increase survivability; first is 

to never run in a straight line or stand still especially while picking up loot. When you do pick up 

loot first then run over the materials and ammo then pick up items. If there is valuable loot and 

enemies are around drop a roof on the loot to hide it temporarily then handle the enemies. Do not 

be tempted to pick up loot in an open area if you already have sufficient materials, ammo, and 

loot. Sniping can be difficult for a lot of people but for those of us are used to playing games 

with bullet drop, it’s not difficult to calculate it making those who run straight or stand still easy 

pickings. I suggest running with a little bit of unpredictability like random jumping and adding 

some zig-zagging so you don’t completely waste your jumping stamina. 

 While traveling it is very important to 360 check your surroundings regularly because 

there are people that will hunt unsuspecting players. You must always opt for natural high 

ground because it is easier to shoot someone below you while it’s harder to shoot opponents 

above you. Natural high ground will also help you save materials because you will not need to 

build much against opponents below you. If you come across a fortified player that has built a 

structure higher than yours avoid simple rush building because you will be exposed and any 

good player will not just let you come up to greet them with a shotgun. You must build up equal 

or above them then engage with long-range weapons or use equipment, i.e. grapplers, launch 

pads, or balloons. 



 

 

 Rotating to points on the edge of the storm circle decreases the chances of engagements. 

If you do decide to stay on the outside know when it’s time to defend and time to attack. Pay 

attention to the storm countdown that way you can move into the storm circle before engaging in 

a gunfight. Don’t be afraid of being in the storm early in the game because it only takes one hp 

per second. If you need to go into the storm to take high ground or make a quick flank to surprise 

your opponent go for it because average players generally don’t expect someone to go into the 

storm for a better position deliberately. 

 

 Now let’s talk about being aggressive, first of all, land somewhere busy. Landing in a 

newly added location or popular landing like tilted can net you a nice amount of kills in the 

beginning of a match setting you up for a high kill game. Tilted is the best option in my opinion 

because of the diversity of battles you can experience in the city, and it's the location on the map 

causing players to pass through it when heading to a storm circle. You can use basically every 

playstyle to your advantage while using buildings and can step away to flank a player. Landing 

in a hot zone also helps you become a better player concerning gun skill because of all the fights 

you will get into. 

Don't be reckless, constantly pushing enemies when you haven’t recovered from a fight 

and without your teammates is a bad idea. It’s very important that you take any possible 



 

 

opportunity to reload and regain health or shield. Mini shields are the best option to carry 

because you can drink two for twice as much HP in the time it takes to use one bandage. You can 

hide behind cover, use a mini, then re-engage an opponent. You would think chug jugs are 

priority, but they are impractical during a fight because of the time it takes to drink one. The 

practical healing hierarchy would be small shields, big shields, chug jug, med kit, slurp juice, 

then bandages. 

 It’s important to organize your loadout when given the opportunity because organization 

could mean the difference between life or death in a gunfight. Personal preference and playstyle 

are the biggest factors so you should organize your inventory to what you will switch to a backup 

in the heat of the battle. Organize weapons that complement each other next to each other. Think 

about it, if you shoot a pump shotgun and get only 9 damage, the last thing you need is to switch 

to a healing item accidentally. The next essential tip is that you must have two if not at least one 

spot for healing items. Damage traps are a good choice to keep ready during a building battle. 

Successfully pushing requires good building skills. Building can be intimidating, 

especially when the enemy builds extremely fast. I cannot stress the importance of mastering the 

fundamentals of building. Practice the basic builds religiously, and you will not have to think 

about how to build making you faster. Beyond the fundamentals, there are many techniques for 

building that will vastly improve survivability. Constantly learn and practice proven techniques 

to better your building skills.  

Building Strategies 

There will be situations where the enemy will sit back and play the long range game with 

you so you should use first shot accuracy to your advantage. Do this you must zoom in, fire one 
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shot, zoom out and in again followed up by one shot. When you repeat this, you'll notice your 

crossairs will shrink minimizing bloom and when you combine this with crouching, it makes you 

accurate instantly while you’re still. This technique is even deadlier on console because aim 

assists locks on to the enemy each time you zoom in. You still need to have decent accuracy, and 

it takes some timing to control the bloom if your standing but with practice, it is very useful; I 

highly recommend using this technique. 

First Shot Accuracy 

There is another technique that I highly recommend called crouch peaking when you’re 

using a ramp as cover crouch at the top of the ramp. While aiming down your sight line your 

head up close to the top of the ramp.  Press the jump button then press crouch and shoot quickly. 

When this is done right, your head will appear only for a split second. It takes really good timing 

to do this, but if you can master this, it will be another deadly technique in your arsenal. 

Peek Shot Examples 

If you're locked in a stalemate then sometimes your only option is to push them even if 

you lose the high ground. If you do this make sure to reach their fort so you can lure them down 

by knocking some of their walls down. The sound of the base breaking is enough to make 

anyone uneasy, so generally, your opponent will try to drop down to you without taking fall 

damage. If they are a smart player, they will retain their high ground by staying above you at a 

height where they won't take fall damage if their fort collapses. You can use this to your 

advantage by having them walk on structures you built then editing them to fall where you want 

them to. 
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Editing is a powerful tool that can completely mess up your opponent during a close 

quarters build battle. Even destroying their build then placing yours quickly so you can edit a 

window or a hole for them to drop will throw a wrench in your opponent’s plans. Editing is 

much quicker on PC but can also be mastered on console with lots of practice. Try building an 

obstacle course and edit your way through it so that it becomes second nature. When build 

editing is mastered, it will take your building skills to the next level. 

Editing Course 

 These are some general tips on how to get better, and it’s important to watch your 

gameplay to learn from your mistakes. Mentors will help guide you in the right direction because 

if you practice the wrong way without anyone to correct you, it can be detrimental to your 

learning. Fortnite has revolutionized gaming whether you like it or not, but I assume you do 

since you’ve read this far. Since this game is still in beta, the meta is changing drastically so it’s 

important to stay up to date with all the changes so you can use them to your advantage if you 

like what you’ve read and want to learn more on Fortnite like and follow Pack Gaming. 

I’m not asking you to agree with what I have written in this PDF; there are many ways to 

professional gaming success. This is just what I have learned from experience and thanks to 

helping from several YouTubers. Today people are drowning in information but are starving for 

wisdom; I hope you transform this information into your own wisdom by choosing to try these 

suggestions. If they work then great, if not, kick them to the curb. To those who are trying to 

become a pro one day, it will take more than just following these steps. It will take 

determination, dedication, and discipline to achieve boss status and earn your prize money. I 

hope you take action on this opportunity and I believe you can truly git gud. 
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